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Summary
Occupational exposure represents the main source of human contamination
by cnromium. Many epidemiological surveys carried out in different countries
have revealed that workers in various chromium industries have an increased risk
of developing lung cancer. In the above studies a wide range of latency period •
varying from 10 to 27 years have been reported. Chromium exposure in industry
over prolonged period is likely to influence the growth and multiplication of cells
in the body i.e. the genetic mechanism of cells. These genetic ef feels are likely
to be reflected in the chromosomes of the worker. This provides the hypothesis,
for investigation of chromosomal compliment of 53 industrial workers employed
in chromium based industries. These workers were also subjected to detailed
health examination for assessment of their health status.
Results of the study indicate that it is possible to identify high risk workers
by quantitation of cytogenetic damage. This cytogenetic study also furnishes some
explanations for the higher incidence of lung cancer seen in earlier epidemiologi-
cal studies.
Introduction
Chromium is a normal constituent of human body and is essential in small
quantities to maintain certain normal functions. Its deficiency impairs glucose
metabolism. If it exceeds a critical level it can be harmful. Since 1930, many
epidemioiogical surveys carried out in Germany, United States awl Great Britain
have revealed that workers from various chromium industries have an increased
risk of developing lung cancer.
Experiments to determine the carcinogenicisy of chromium compounds in
laboratory animals have shown that certain chromates, specially the texavtkat
chromium salts, primarily those of low and medium water solubility ait carcino-
genic in several strains of rats and mice. Recently* electros mkzmc®fic study on

